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King Killer is an online multiplayer shooter game, 
that every player fight to get the most kill to get 
the king killer title.

About The Game

Each session allows 1-6 Players and lasts for 1 - 25 
minutes depends how the host sets the game length.

You’ve equipped with only an assualt rifle and a 
pistol to fight, for each kill you get, you will gain 
a small amount of ammo to survive longer in the 
battlefield.



https://mega.nz/file/081hFAzJ#wqzr0lWxsJW--XI5fhicsjWRFuKdwtt5O-ve_UY3Oh8

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1zsWopdD8PT7AGHvHOaPTR0WO2JKKQIwV

Open one of the following links to download the 
game.

Mega.nz

Google Drive

Download The Game



Click To Download



Click To Download



Open the executable file then proceed to the 
next page to learn more about the game menu 
and how the game works



The following pages talk about each options in 
the menu screen to understand better how they 
work and navigate through the menu easily.

Game Menu



Game Version

Connection status

Player Username



When you want to create a new lobby, write 
the name of the lobby then click Create Lobby 
button

You can join currently opened lobbies by 
clicking on the name of the lobby as well 
as the maximum number of players that 
can join the lobby



List of all the players that joined the current lobby
Name of the current lobby you’ve joined

The player who creates the lobby can modify the 
length of the game and other players will see the 
change in the mean time

Only the player who created the 
lobby can start the game



You can change the sensitivity 
of your mouse 

Rendering quality, the higher 
consumes more CPU/GPU

You can adjust the game 
volume with this slider



The following slides talks about game mechanics 
and what are the features of the game.

The following slides talks about game mechanics 
and what are the features of the game.

The following pages talk about the gameplay 
and what are the features that you would expect 
in the first version of our game.

Keybinds:

Gameplay and Game Mechanics

Fire                          Mouse left click
Movement             W - A - S - D
Reload      R
Run        Left shift



Player’s health bar

Currently equipped weapon and 
the magazine size of the weapon



Kill feed  that shows which player 
kills which player

The game timer starts when the first kill hap-
pens, the length of the game is set by the host 
before the game starts



This is the leaderboard which you can open it by pressing Tab on 
your keyboard, you can see the list of all players and their stats, as 
well as the current lobby name



When the game ends it will show the leaderboard and the player who 
got the king title, only the host can destroy the lobby and after that, 
everyone will be able to get back to the menu screen.



Enjoy the game  ^_^


